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Abstract 
 
This paper analyzes whether changes in the timing of equalizing transfers to state 
governments necessitate an adjustment in federal corrective policy. According to the existing 
literature (assuming an ex-ante choice of transfers), the corrective grant is equal to the 
marginal damage/benefit inflicted by externality generation. When the federal government 
accommodates state finances ex-post, the grant differs in formula from existing prescription. 
Allocative federal policy corrects state policy incentives twofold. It entails a correction for the 
distortion in the marginal benefit of state spending (as in earlier literature) and for the 
distortion in the marginal cost of public funds induced by the ex-post provision of transfers. 
The required grant rule is generically disproportionate to the equilibrium externality (even 
with lump-sum taxation). Furthermore, the ex-post provision of transfers is critical for the 
nature of the equilibrium inefficiency. Equalizing transfers at least partly internalize 
consumption spill-overs, but simultaneously establishes a new source of inefficiency. As a 
final result, the existing prescription for allocative federal policy continues to apply if the 
public good is pure. 
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1 Introduction

Federal policy towards local governments involves both a corrective and a redistributive role. Tax

and expenditure decisions of local governments typically fall short of reflecting all costs and benefits

associated with them, thereby creating demand for corrective federal policies. The federal govern-

ment is moreover engaged in fiscal equalization, most notably motivated by the idea that households

should have access to comparable levels of public service at comparable tax prices irrespective of

their place of residence within the federation.1

In an ideal world, equalizing transfers are provided as lump-sum payments. In practice, how-

ever, fiscal equalization affects local policy incentives. Equalization policy is primarily based on a

transfer formula. Entitlement payments are made dependent on the capacity of local governments

to provide a sufficient level of public services to the constituency. A second reason as to why

federal redistribution changes local policy incentives, is that the federal government at least partly

decides on equalizing transfers ex-post, i.e. after local governments have supplied public services.2

When these outcomes compromise national equity objectives, the federal government may extend

resources beyond the amount it was prepared to provide ex-ante.3 Ex-post equalization biases local

policy choices towards policy bundles, which lure a larger amount of transfers to their budgets. The

fiscal importance and incentive effects of ex-post transfer policy have received increasing attention

in the recent literature on public finance which documents empirical evidence consistent with the

prediction of a strategic choice of local policy (see Kornai et al. (2003) for a review).4

1The underlying notion of a “social citizenship” is entrenched in the constitution of Canada, Germany and South
Africa. In the U.S. formal equalization systems are most notably confined to the equalization of community school
expenditures. They are motivated by the principle of “equal opportunities” which is related to the notion of a “social
citizenship”.

2To relate ex-post redistribution to the notion of renegotiation, note that the latter requires unanimity among all
public entities involved (Salanie, 1997). Evidently, ex-post redistribution does not innately qualify as a renegotiation.
At least one region will object to the ex-post adjustment of transfers. As such, the ex-ante announced allocation of
equalizing transfers satisfies the requirement of renegotiation-proofness, meaning that some, but not all, may agree
to depart from it. Typically, ex-post redistribution is accomplished by the coercive power of the federal government.

3The two forms of fiscal equalization can be thought of as being borne out of the same policy principle, but
contribute to its implementation in a hierarchical order. Fiscal capacity equalization gives localities the potential to
provide an appropriate level of public services. If the selected amounts still substantially differ, thereby compromising
the idea of a “social citizenship”, the federal government may provide transfers additionally. The ex-post provision
of transfers may be legislatively decided or court-ordered. For instance, enforcing the constitutionally-anchored
“grandfathering” role the German supreme court instructed transfers to the states of Bremen and Saarland beyond
the amount received via the formulaic pilar. A upcoming recipient state is Berlin, which, following a supreme court’s
ruling, is expected to receive a bailout in 2007.

4For instance, Rodden et al. (2003) present evidence on the adverse effects of ex-post transfer policy in major
federal countries (including the U.S., Canada, and Germany). Zhuravskaya (2000) shows that Russian cities reduce
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In this paper we analyze whether incentive effects in ex-post redistribution concern the nature

of federal corrective policy. Concretely, under what circumstances can we expect corrective policy

to be sensitive to the timing of transfers? The analysis indicates that ex-post equalization policy

has a bearing on corrective policy. The general prescription that the optimal grant features a

subsidy on the marginal externality continues to hold. However, both the foundation of the subsidy

and the nature of the externality are affected by the timing of equalizing transfers.5 As to the

externality, when strategically setting tax and expenditure levels, each state’s policy influences the

ex-post allocation of transfers nationwide. The incentive effect translates into a fiscal externality on

neighbor states. The transfer induced externality and the consumption spill-over do not additively

identify the equilibrium externality. A state at least partly internalizes the consumption spill-over

on neighbor states when seeing through the federal government’s transfer policy, ameliorating the

efficiency of state policy.6 Both layers of governments benefit from renegotiating the initial transfer

scheme so as to include an explicitly corrective pilar.7 The incentive effects of ex-post redistribution

are different to the finding in Caplan et al. (2000). When the federal transfer policy addresses

disparities in private per-capita income and public consumption is pure, ex-post redistribution yields

an exact counterbalancing of the transfer-induced externality and the consumption spill-over.8 In

the present paper, redistribution takes place in public funds and public consumption may exhibit

any degree of rivalry. In such an economy, both types of inefficiencies do not counterbalance. They

may in fact be of the same sign.

A second finding relates to what would be the optimal subsidy in the corrective grant rule. In

local tax rates anticipating that tax revenues will be “taxed” by the center in the form of less transfers. Also, Swedish
municipalities recurrently received bailouts from the federal level. The expectation to qualify for additional federal
funds increased public debt levels by 6-10 percent in municipalities which expected to receive ex-post transfers
(Dahlberg and Pettersson-Lidbom, 2003). In the U.S. context Buettner and Wildasin (2006) present empirical
results consistent with the idea that that recipient governments can induce higher ex-post fiscal transfers from donor
governments through their own policy actions.

5In the underlying economy the existing prescription implies the following: (i) The rationale of corrective policy
is to internalize consumption spill-overs. (ii) The corrective grant reflects the marginal consumption spill-over.
Moreover, when lump-sum taxes are available, the grant rule is proportional to the externality, i.e. the subsidy is
equal to unity - a result frequently referred to as “Pigouvian taxation”.

6The effect appears to be reminiscent of “seeing through” the federal budget (Bernheim, 1986, and Boadway et
al., 1989). The absence of federal commitment conceptually differs from the former as it additionally requires to “see
through” the federal optimizing behavior as laid down by the federal first-order conditions.

7Thereby, the economy operates on the Pareto-frontier; rendering the grand fiscal scheme (redistributive and
corrective transfers) renegotiation-proof (Salanie, 1997).

8The efficiency result has greatest relevance when preferences are symmetric (Chiappori and Werning, 2002).
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the existing literature it amounts to the inverse of the social marginal cost of public funds; so as

to induce the socially efficient provision of the externality. The prescription becomes inappropriate

with ex-post redistribution. The difference in results reflects the fact that the locally perceived

marginal cost of public expenditures is biased by the ex-post redistributive policy. As a corrective

measure, the subsidy is adjusted to offset the price bias in local spending, thereby consistently

deviating from the inverse of the social marginal cost of public funds. From the analysis we can

conclude that the optimal grant formula corrects local policy twofold: it corrects the distortion

in the marginal benefit of state spending (externality) and the distortion in the marginal cost of

public funds.

An important special case arises when local governments contribute to a pure public good.

Federal corrective policy becomes independent of the timing of equalizing transfers (ex-ante vs.

ex-post). The rationale is that the ex-post allocation of transfers leaves public good consumption

in each state unchanged and, as such, insulates state policy choices from how the federal govern-

ment reacts ex-post. As suggested by the existing literature, the optimal corrective grant tags the

marginal consumption spill-over weighted by the inverse of the social marginal cost of public funds.

The paper is closely related to the literature on fiscal federalism which in most parts invokes

the assumption of federal policy commitment (e.g. Gordon, 1983 and Dahlby, 1996). Recent con-

tributions relax the premise of an ex-ante choice of transfer policy. Therein, a common conclusion

is that, expecting to qualify for ex-post transfers, state governments choose a suboptimal level

of public expenditures and taxes (e.g. Wildasin, 1997, Bordignon et al., 2001, Goodspeed, 2002,

Boadway et al., 2003, Akai and Sato, 2005, and Boadway and Tremblay, 2005).9 The literature

provides a comprehensive treatment of the incentive effects of ex-post redistribution, but does not

analyze the implications for federal corrective policy.

A straightforward question relates to the relevance of the results when considering formulaic

transfers in addition. There are contributions which recognize the virtue of equalization pay-

ments to improve state policy incentives. Formula-based equalizing schemes internalize effects on

the tax base of other states which, for instance, arise in state competition for mobile resources
9In second best the commitment failure may have positive welfare effects. It undermines (ex-ante) inefficient

incentives to bail-out firms (Qian and Roland, 1998) and limits welfare-reducing competition for mobile capital
(Köthenbürger, 2004).
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(e.g. Köthenbürger, 2002, and Bucovetsky and Smart, 2006).10 As shown in an extension, when

formula-based equalization and ex-post redistribution is undertaken simultaneously, the formula-

based equalization program is neutral for state policy choices and the implications for corrective

policy presented so far apply.

The paper contributes to the literature on optimal taxation in the presence of externalities.

The insight from the literature is that, in a second-best setting, the optimal tax on the exter-

nality generating activity is not strictly Pigouvian, i.e. disproportionate to the external damage

or benefit. The corrective part of the optimal tax may deviate from the externality when taxa-

tion is distortionary (Sandmo, 1975, and Bovenberg and van der Ploeg, 1994), when asymmetric

information restricts public policy (Cremer et al., 1998), when market structures are imperfectly

competitive (Barnett, 1980) and when multiple levels of government provide public goods (Akai

and Ihori, 2002)11. In second-best environments the optimal grant induces an incomplete correc-

tion of the externality. The paper offers a refined view of how the optimal grant structure relates

to the amount of spill-overs corrected in equilibrium. The commitment failure does not delineate

a second-best environment with the well-established properties of corrective policy. The ex-post

provision of transfers demands a deviation from the strictly Pigouvian grant structure - even with

lump-sum taxes. However, with the latter mode of financing, the deviation is compatible with a

full correction of the external effect. Extending the analysis to include distortionary tax financing,

the deviation yields an under-correction of the marginal externality (as in Sandmo, and Bovenberg

and van der Ploeg), but unlike the general insight it may be accomplished by over-representing the

external effect in the grant rule.

Also related is the recent work on the use of optimal corrective policy to address a bias in con-

sumption choices (e.g. Krussel et al. (2005)). The work does not discuss optimal policy towards a

spending bias in fiscal federalism.12

10Equalization also has a bearing on the efficiency of migration decisions (Boadway and Flatters, 1982, and Mitsui
and Sato, 2001). Unlike Boadway and Flatters, Mitsui and Sato allow private agents to make their migration decisions
prior to policy formation. In both papers the assumption on intergovernmental commitment follows the traditional
top-down commitment approach.

11The paper resorts to a pre-commitment ability by the federal government. The deviation from the traditional rule
arises in environments in which the federal government does not optimize over the complete set of policy variables
at hand.

12The archetypical situation analyzed is that individuals suffer from a commitment problem which leads in over-
consumption. Besides taking up the issue in the context of fiscal federalism, the source of the spending bias differs
in our formulation. The bias is not set off by a commitment problem of the decision-making unit exhibiting the
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The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents the model. Section 3 reviews the optimal

corrective policy when the federal government has the ability to commit. Section 4 derives the op-

timal corrective grant rule applicable when a federal commitment to equalizing transfers is missing.

Section 5 extends the model to include formula-based equalizing transfers and distortionary federal

and local tax policy. A summary and some concluding remarks are offered in Section 6.

2 The Model

Private Sector Consider two states which may differ with respect to preferences and endow-

ments. The representative household in state i (i = 1, 2) derives utility from private and public

consumption, ci and Gi, according to the well-behaved utility function ui(c,G).13 Public consump-

tion in state i depends on public funds spent in state i, gi, and the neighboring state j, gj :

Gi = gi + θgj , j 6= i. (1)

θ ∈ [0, 1] measures the extent to which public expenditures of state j spills over to state i. If θ = 0,

public expenditures only affect the well-being of domestic households (local public good), whereas

for θ = 1 they add to individual well-being irrespective of the household’s place of residence (pure

public good). For all intermediate cases, θ ∈ (0, 1), state public expenditures can partially be

consumed in the neighbor state (impure public goods).

Households have an endowment Ii which is subject to local taxation. The private budget

constraint is

ci = Ii − T i, (2)

where T i are taxes collected in state i.

Public Sector The public sector is modelled as a two-layer federal system. State governments

finance public expenditures {gi > 0}i=1,2 by locally collected taxes {T i}i=1,2 and equalizing trans-

fers {si}i=1,2 which are provided by the federal government.14 The federal transfer system is a net

spending bias (state government), but rather is deduced from the federal government’s temptation to adjust part of
its decisions ex-post.

13To save on notation we omit the state-specific superscript when consumption levels are listed as arguments of
individual well-being.

14Tax rates {T i}i=1,2 are not subject to non-negativity constraints in order to save on notation related to corner
solutions (most notably in section 4). The main results of the paper are unaffected by the simplification.
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equalization scheme. Transfers to one state are financed by negative transfers to the other state.

The federal and state budget constraints are thus

s1 + s2 = 0 and gi = T i + si. (3)

Both levels of government are assumed to be benevolent. State governments maximize utility of the

representative household while the federal government chooses policy to maximize the Benthamite

welfare function
∑

i=1,2 ui(c,G).15

Pareto-Efficiency The (first-best) efficient expenditure level in state i is characterized by the

modified Samuelson condition
ui

G

ui
c

+ θ
uj

G

uj
c

= 1, i 6= j. (4)

The social marginal willingness to pay for additional public spending in state i equals the social

marginal rate of transformation normalized at unity.

3 Review: Decentralized Public Policy with Federal Commitment

To review the traditional implications for corrective policy, we first characterize the efficiency of

decentralized public choices when the federal government is able to commit toward state govern-

ments with respect to transfer policy and, in a second step, devise the optimal corrective grant

rule.

3.1 Equilibrium Analysis

A federal commitment capacity towards lower-level governments motivates the following sequence

of decisions:

Stage 1: The federal level selects transfers {si}i=1,2 anticipating states’ policy choices.

Stage 2: States simultaneously select income taxes {T i}i=1,2 for given federal policy.

15Most of the simplifying assumptions are made for analytical and expositional convenience. For instance, the
analysis can readily be extended to a finite number of states. Similarly, the basic results carry over to a state-specific
spill-over parameter θi. As will become clear in section 5, the set of federal policy instruments can also include
formula-based equalization systems and distortionary taxes without quantitatively affecting the results of the paper.
Also, in section 5 the equalization system is not required to be self-financing (net fiscal equalization) as it is in (3).
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Stage 3: Transfers {si}i=1,2 are paid, taxes {T i}i=1,2 are collected, and households consume

{ci, Gi}i=1,2.

We assume that state taxes are determined at stage 1; thereby capturing the idea that public

expenditures can be adjusted in a more flexible fashion than the structure of the general tax

system.16 Solving backwards, state government i’s problem is to

maxT i ui(c,G) s.t. Eqs. (1) - (3), (5)

taking si, sj and T j , i 6= j, as given. The first-order condition is

ui
G

ui
c

= 1. (6)

Straightforwardly, if public expenditures do not spill-over (θ = 0) decentralized policy is efficient,

while it yields an under-provision equilibrium if spill-overs exist (θ ∈ (0, 1]).

Eq. (6) already suffices to devise the optimal corrective policy towards state governments. We

thus omit a formal characterization of the federal transfer choice.

3.2 Corrective Policy

Consider a corrective grant P i(T i) paid to state i.17 Policy instruments are decided upon in the

following sequence:

Stage 0: The federal government announces the corrective grant system {P i(T i)}i=1,2.

Stage 1: The federal level selects transfers {si}i=1,2 anticipating states’ policy choices.

Stage 2: States simultaneously select income taxes {T i}i=1,2 for given federal policy.

Stage 3: Transfers {si, P i(T i)}i=1,2 are paid, taxes {T i}i=1,2 are collected, and households con-

sume {ci, Gi}i=1,2.

16Although from a theoretical perspective the sequencing of state policies is ambiguous, anecdotal evidence suggests
that it takes longer to pass through the legislative process associated with a significant change of the tax system.
Decision on public expenditures, however, are numerously made in between.

17We assume that the flat component of the grant absorbs the budgetary implications of corrective policy, such that
P i(T i) = 0 in equilibrium. Equally, the grant could be financed out of federal tax revenues provided the federal and
local governments have the authority to levy distortionary taxes on not perfectly-overlapping tax bases (as demand
for corrective policy would otherwise evaporate - see e.g. Boadway and Keen, 1996). Such a financing scheme would
complicate the analysis considerably without altering the basic results - see subsection 5.2.
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Noting the augmented state budget constraint Gi = T i + si + P i(T i), the first-order condition

in state i becomes
ui

G

ui
c

(
1 +

dP i(T i)
dT i

)
= 1. (7)

Comparing (4) and (7), state government i’s choice of taxes satisfies the Samuelson condition if the

grant satisfies
dP i(T i)

dT i
= θ. (8)

The grant rule (8) is reminiscent of the familiar prescription that, in a first-best environment, the

corrective grant is equal to the marginal external effect (“Pigouvian taxation”) - see e.g. Dahlby

(1996).18

4 Decentralized Public Policy with Federal Non-Commitment

If the federal government cannot commit to equalization policy, the sequence of decisions alters to:

Stage 1: States simultaneously select their taxes {T i}i=1,2 taking the reaction of the federal

government into account.

Stage 2: The federal level chooses transfers {si}i=1,2 for given states’ policy choices {T i}i=1,2.

Stage 3: Transfers {si}i=1,2 are paid, taxes {T i}i=1,2 are collected, and households consume

{ci, Gi}i=1,2.

The game is solved backwards to identify a subgame-perfect Nash-equilibrium. In the subse-

quent analysis we first restrict attention to θ ∈ [0, 1) and relegate the case of θ = 1 to subsection

4.2.

18Note, albeit the marginal externality 1

u
j
c

duj

dT i = θ
u

j
G

u
j
c
, i 6= j, differs across states, the required grant rule is the

same for everyone. Following (7) and (8) the marginal rates of substitution between private and public consumption
are aligned. State i’s marginal evaluation of the corrective grant thereby coincides with the marginal externality.
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4.1 Impure Public Consumption (θ ∈ [0, 1))

4.1.1 Equilibrium Analysis

Federal Government At stage 2, the federal government solves

max
{si}i=1,2

∑

i=1,2

ui(c,G) s.t. Eqs. (1) - (3), (9)

taking states’ policy choices {T i}i=1,2 as given. If θ ∈ [0, 1), the first-order condition is19

ui
G = uj

G, i 6= j. (10)

The federal government makes transfers so as to equalize the marginal utility of public consumption

nationwide. The federal first-order condition (10) together with the federal budget constraint

s1 + s2 = 0 implicitly define the best-response si = ϕi(T i, T j). Differentiating the federal first-

order condition and the federal budget constraint with respect to si, sj , and T i and inserting

− ∂
∂T i s

i = ∂
∂T i s

j in the differentiated first-order condition, to eliminate the sj derivative, gives

∂si

∂T i
=

ui
Gc − ui

GG + θuj
GG

∆
, i 6= j, (11)

with ∆ := (1− θ)
(
ui

GG + uj
GG

)
< 0.

State Government State government i solves

maxT i ui(c,G) s.t. si = ϕi(T i, T j) and Eqs. (1) - (3). (12)

Using ∂
∂T i s

j = − ∂
∂T i s

i the first-order condition is20

ui
G

ui
c

(
1 + (1− θ)

∂si

∂T i

)
= 1, i 6= j. (13)

Reflected by the term (1 − θ) ∂si

∂T i , ex-post redistribution alters the tax price of marginal state

spending. At the root of it, transfers are lump-sum from an ex-post perspective, but are ex-ante
19Differentiating the Benthamite welfare function subject to the constraints yields ui

G + θuj
G = uj

G + θui
G, i 6= j,

which after rearranging reduces to condition (10).
20Equilibrium existence follows from standard fixed-point arguments. Compared with the game analyzed in the

previous section, the class of preferences for which an equilibrium exists is more restricted. The restriction comes from
ex-post federal transfer policy characterized by the first-order condition (10) and the induced federal response (11).
If states are asymmetric, the federal response is generically non-uniform across states. Following the state first-order
condition (13) an equilibrium can only exist if preferences allow the marginal utility of private consumption to differ
across states. With asymmetric states the condition in general rules out preferences which are quasi-linear in private
consumption.
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perceived to be conditional on state policy. To illustrate the tax price effect on state tax policy,

consider ui
Gc ≡ 0 in which case two countervailing incentive effects are embodied in ex-post transfer

policy. First, the federal concern for ex-post equity establishes a revenue-sharing system. More

locally collected tax revenues T i reduce the amount of transfers, which undermines state i’s taxing

incentives. The disincentive effect is captured by ui
GG in the numerator of (11). Second, when

θ ∈ (0, 1) ex-post transfers exhibit a Pigouvian effect which is captured by θuj
GG in (11). As the

federal government equalizes the marginal utility of public consumption at the second stage, state

government i’s policy choice reflects the consumption spill-over to the extent to which the spill-

over determines the adjustment in equalizing transfers. The overall sign of the transfer response

is ambiguous. If ui
GG > (<) θuj

GG, the concern for ex-post equity strengthens (weakens) state i’s

incentive to contribute to the public good.

Given the federal budget constraint (3), state i’s tax choice has a bearing on state j’s public

consumption. When θ > 0, state i sees through state j’s budget and a fraction θ of the cross-budget

effect is internal to state i’s policy choice. As ∂
∂T i s

i = − ∂
∂T i s

j , only 1− θ of the change in ex-post

transfers ∂
∂T i s

i enters the first-order condition (13).

The state policy choice (13) differs from the socially optimal choice (4).21 The wedge between

the social and private effect of a tax rise in state i is

1

uj
c

duj(c, G)
dT i

=
uj

G

uj
c

(
θ + (1− θ)

∂sj

∂T i

)
, i 6= j. (14)

First, state i’s tax policy yields a consumption spill-over at magnitude θ. Second, through the

induced policy response of the federal government, state i’s tax rate choice influences welfare in

state j as captured by (1− θ) ∂
∂T i s

j .

The following two examples illustrate the decentralized equilibrium:

Example 1: Consider the preferences to be ui(c,G) = ln ci + lnGi and uj(c,G) = ln cj +
21Both rules may incidentally coincide. The possibility is captured by the subsequent analysis, but to ease the

exposition it is not explicitly referred to.
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α lnGj , α > 0. The equilibrium transfer response is

∂si

∂T i
=

θ − α

(1− θ)(1 + α)
< 0. (15)

The non-negativity constraints on {gi}i=1,2 imply that α and θ must satisfy θ < α if α ≤ 1 and

θ < α−1 if α > 1. The conditions sign ∂
∂T i s

i negative which reveals that the revenue-sharing effect

dominates the Pigouvian effect of ex-post transfer policy.

The marginal externality on state j’s public consumption is

θ + (1− θ)
∂sj

∂T i
= θ +

α− θ

1 + α
> 0, i 6= j. (16)

It is positive as the spill-over and, following (3) and (15), the transfer-induced externality are of

the same sign. The equilibrium thus exhibits an under-consumption of public goods. 2

Example 2: Alternatively consider ui(c,G) = ln ci + Gi and uj(c,G) = ln cj + α ln Gj , α > 0.

State i’s transfer response (11) reduces to ∂
∂T i s

i = θ
1−θ and, following (3), the externality on state

j is

θ + (1− θ)
∂sj

∂T i
= 0, i 6= j. (17)

Note, the federal first-order condition (10) is Gj = α. When θ = 0, federal transfers do not respond

to state i’s tax policy as Gj is independent of T i - see (1) and (3). When θ ∈ (0, 1), the transfer

response is contrary to the spill-over on state j’s public consumption (so as to keep Gj constant);

entailing an efficient policy choice in state i. 2

The identified equilibria are contrary to the over-provision equilibria familiar from models of

soft-budget constraints; predominantly resorting to a two-period setting (Kornai et al., 2003).

The current static setting coequally exhibits a tendency for state governments to over-provide the

public good, provided state policy choices are made in a different order. If public expenditures

rather than taxes are chosen at stage 1, and taxes adjust residually at stage 3, the revenue-sharing

effect turns into a cost-sharing effect; yielding a over-provision equilibrium most notably when

private and public consumption are weak complements (ucG ≥ 0) - see Akai and Sato (2005). They

consider either additively separable preferences or the absence of spill-overs - two “limit” versions
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of the current model. As shown in the appendix, over-provision extends as the unique equilibrium

prediction to the general model provided ucG ≥ 0.

In the sequel we adhere to the view that state governments optimize over taxes and expenditures

adjust residually.

4.1.2 Corrective Policy

Denoting P i(T i) as the corrective grant to state i, which in contrast to equalizing transfers is

ex-ante conditioned on state i’s tax rate, public consumption reads:

Gi = T i + si + P i(T i) + θ
(
T j + sj + P j(T j)

)
, i 6= j. (18)

The overall transfer scheme {si, P i(T i)}i=1,2 serves a dual role: equalizing transfers {si}i=1,2 ex-

post redistribute public wealth between states, while the grant P i(T i) establishes efficiency of state

government policy.

The extended sequence of decisions is:

Stage 0: The federal government announces the corrective grant system {P i(T i)}i=1,2.

Stage 1: States simultaneously select their tax rates {T i}i=1,2 subject to {P i(T i)}i=1,2 and the

federal government’s choice of equalizing transfers.

Stage 2: The federal level decides upon the level of equalizing transfers {si}i=1,2 for given states’

policy choices.

Stage 3: Transfers {si, P i(T i)}i=1,2 are paid, taxes {T i}i=1,2 are collected, and households con-

sume {ci, Gi}i=1,2.

The sequence of federal policy is motivated by the notion of a “social citizenship” which stipu-

lates a “equitable” ex-post distribution of public consumption across states. Given the set of policy

instruments {si, P i(T i)}i=1,2, the principle will in the first place induce an ex-post adjustment of

transfer policy {si}i=1,2 (being more effective in addressing distributional concerns). Thus, the

prerogative is less likely to undermine the federal government’s ability to commit to corrective

policy.

The game is solved by backward induction. At stage 2 the federal government sets equalizing
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transfers, {si}i=1,2, so as to equate the marginal benefit of public consumption. (10) and (18) define

the ex-post transfer policy {si = Φi(T i, T j)}i=1,2. Applying the equivalent steps as in deriving Eq.

(11), we get

∂si

∂T i
=

∂si

∂T i

∣∣∣∣
dP i(T i)=0

− ui
GG − θuj

GG

∆
dP i(T i)

dT i
, i 6= j, (19)

with ∆ := (1 − θ)
(
ui

GG + uj
GG

)
< 0. The first term on the right-hand side of (19) gives the

change in equalizing transfers keeping the corrective grant constant - see (11). The corrective grant

intertwines with ex-post transfer policy. To the extent that the corrective grant has a bearing on

state i’s public consumption, the amount of equalizing transfers will adjust so as to re-establish

ui
G = uj

G. The effect is measured by the second term on the right-hand side of (19). With asym-

metric preferences we may observe sufficiently different curvature properties of preferences which

leaves ωi := ui
GG−θuj

GG
∆ ambiguous in sign.

At stage 1, state i’s problem is to

maxT i ui(c,G) s.t. si = Φi(T i, T j), P i(T i) and Eqs. (1) - (3).

For θ ∈ [0, 1), the first-order condition is

−ui
c + ui

G

(
1 +

∂si

∂T i
+

dP i(T i)
dT i

+ θ
∂sj

∂T i

)
= 0, i 6= j. (20)

Besides the direct effect of corrective policy, d
dT i P

i(T i) enters (20) through the adjustment in

equalizing transfers at a rate of −ωi
(
through ∂

∂T i s
i
)

and θωi
(
through θ ∂

∂T i s
j
)
. The direct and

indirect effects combine such that only 1− (1− θ)ωi > 0 per unit of the marginal corrective grant

influences state i’s tax policy.

Requiring that state i’s policy choice satisfies the Samuelson condition (4) gives:

Proposition 1: Let θ ∈ [0, 1). State i’s tax policy is (first-best) efficient if the corrective grant,

P i(T i), satisfies

dP i(T i)
dT i

=

(
θ + (1− θ)

∂sj

∂T i

∣∣∣∣
dP i(T i)=0

)
(
1− (1− θ)ωi

)−1
, i 6= j. (21)
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The first bracketed term includes the two types of externalities state i exerts on the well-being

of state j’s residents - the consumption spill-over and the transfer adjustment (see Eq. (14)).

The second term accounts for the adjustment of ex-post transfer policy. The inherent tax price

bias implicates that 1 − (1 − θ)ωi > 0 rather than 1 per unit of the marginal corrective grant

influences state i’s spending choice. The federal government induces the state government to

correctly evaluate the externality at the social price of public spending (= 1) when providing a

subsidy (1− (1− θ)ωi)−1 > 0 per unit of the marginal externality.

To show the implications of ex-post redistribution most clearly, consider consumption spill-overs

to be absent (θ = 0). In this case, the externality term in (21) only comprises ∂sj

∂T i

∣∣∣
dP i(T i)

, while

the subsidy becomes 1 − ωi > 0. Ex-post redistribution in itself necessitates a corrective policy;

whether it entails a tax or subsidy on state taxing effort depends on the sign of the transfer-induced

externality.

Two observations are noteworthy. First, the grant rule (21) is independent of state j’s marginal

rate of substitution between private and public consumption at which it evaluates the consumption

spill-over and the adjustment in transfers. Implementing the grant rule (21) equalizes the marginal

rates of substitution across states. State i’s equilibrium evaluation of the corrective grant is thereby

aligned to the equilibrium externality (14). Second, albeit taxes are lump-sum, the corrective grant

is in general not strictly Pigouvian unless the subsidy (1 − (1 − θ)ωi)−1 = 1. To illustrate the

observation we re-consider log-linear preferences as in example 1.

Example 1 (cont’d.): The subsidy term in (21) becomes

(
1− (1− θ)ωi

)−1 =
(1− θ)(1 + α)
(1− θα)(1 + θ)

> 0. (22)

By the non-negativity of {ci, gi}i=1,2, α and θ must satisfy θ < α if α ≤ 1 and θ < α−1 if α > 1

which renders the term (22) positive. Depending on whether the subsidy exceeds or falls be-

low the marginal cost of public funds, the externality is over- or under-represented in the grant

rule as illustrated in figure 1. All (α, θ) combinations below the first linearly upward- and be-

yond α > 1 downward-sloping curve satisfy the non-negativity constraints on {ci, gi}i=1,2. The
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>1

a=q
-1

=1

q

a

<1

a=q

Figure 1: (1− (1− θ)ωi)−1 for additively separable, logarithmic preferences.

convex, upward-sloping curve depicts the parameter combinations for which the grant rule equi-

proportionally represents the equilibrium externality, with combinations above (below) the line

yielding under- (over-) representation. Intuitively, ex-post transfers may impair or ameliorate state

i’s fiscal ability to spend out of grant income. When the social value of state spending is sufficiently

high (as captured by θ), the transfer system may provide a premium per unit of the marginal grant

(1− (1− θ)ωi > 1). As a corrective measure, the optimal subsidy falls below unity. The equalizing

transfer system implicitly imposes a tax on received corrective grants (1− (1− θ)ωi < 1) whenever

public consumption is strongly valued by the neighbor state (as captured by α). The required

subsidy is one which exceeds unity. 2

4.2 Pure public consumption (θ = 1)

In this subsection we ask how corrective policies need to be designed when θ = 1 - a property

throughout assumed in public good contribution games (e.g. Boadway et al., 1989). In this en-

vironment the states’ contribution levels {gi}i=1,2 are perfect substitutes in public consumption

which, since ∂
∂T i s

i + ∂
∂T i s

j = 0, leaves state i’s public consumption independent of how equalizing

transfers are allocated ex-post. Ex-post transfer policy has no bearing on the tax price of marginal

state expenditures and, consequently, state i chooses an inefficiently low level of taxation only re-

flecting incentives to free-ride on state j’s contribution - a disincentive which can be corrected by

selecting the grant rule (8). Thus,
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Proposition 2: If θ = 1, the appropriate corrective grant rule is independent of the federal

government’s ability to commit to transfer policy. Efficiency obtains when the marginal corrective

grant satisfies (8) evaluated at θ = 1.

A straightforward question relates to the generality of the equivalence result. Caplan et al.

(2000) and Chiappori and Werning (2002) show that it does not extend to all pure public good

provision games augmented by ex-post transfer policy. Concretely, it is sensitive to what the redis-

tributive scheme primarily targets. When the federal government is concerned about the ex-post

interregional distribution of private consumption, corrective policy may not be needed, most no-

tably in environments with symmetric preferences. The conclusion also applies when transfers enter

the public budget (as assumed in the current paper), but state governments optimize over expen-

ditures and taxes adjust residually. The federal government effectively aligns private consumption

possibilities (Akai and Sato, 2005)22; establishing the incentive effects in state policy delineated in

Caplan et al. and Chiappori and Werning. By contrast, drawing on the analysis in subsection 3.1,

there is universal (i.e. for (a)symmetric preferences) demand for corrective policy in the presence

of federal commitment to transfer policy.23

5 Extensions

So far, we resorted to a simple economy, just rich enough to identify the source of deviation from the

Pigouvian rule. In this section we explore the robustness of our results by incorporating formula-

based equalization schemes and federal taxing powers, respectively. We retain the assumptions of

the baseline model unless explicitly stated. In all extensions we are only concerned with corrective

policies required when transfers are set ex-post.

5.1 Formula-Based Equalizing Transfers

Consider state i receives a formula-based transfer

zi = α
(
T j − T i

)
, α ∈ [0, 1), i 6= j, (23)

22To see the conclusion more firmly, note that for the sequence of events depicted in the appendix the first-order
condition (27) also applies when θ = 1.

23Straightforwardly, the first-order condition (6) robustly predicts optimal state policy in games with a federal
pre-commitment capacity; i.e. it holds irrespective of whether (i) transfers are paid to the private or public budget,
and (ii) state governments optimize over taxes or expenditures.
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with z1 +z2 = 0. The scheme allocates funds to the state which falls behind in terms of own source

state revenues.24 The sequence of decisions, augmented by formula-based equalization policy, is:

Stage 0: The federal government announces the formulaic equalization system {zi}i=1,2.

Stage 1: State governments simultaneously select their income taxes {T i}i=1,2 taking the tax

policy of other governments as given.

Stage 2: The federal level chooses transfers {si}i=1,2 for given states’ policy choices {T i}i=1,2.

Stage 3: Transfers {si, zi}i=1,2 are paid, taxes {T i}i=1,2 are collected, and households consume

{ci, Gi}i=1,2.

When θ ∈ [0, 1), the marginal adjustment in si following a rise in T i is25

∂si

∂T i
=

∂si

∂T i

∣∣∣∣
α=0

+ α, α ∈ [0, 1). (24)

In addition to the transfer adjustment derived in the last section, si is increased at an amount equal

to the marginal downward adjustment in zi as captured by α in (24). The ex-post adjustment ren-

ders the formula-based transfer scheme neutral for state policy choices. The equilibrium inefficiency

continues to be characterized by (14), and the appropriate corrective grant rule is prescribed by

(21).

When θ = 1, the interstate distribution of both lump-sum and formulaic transfers is neutral

for public good consumption. State tax policy is identical to the policy chosen when the federal

government can commit to transfer policy. The required corrective grant rule is (8).26

24The argument does not depend on the formula specified in (23). It extends to any budget-balancing (non-linear)
equalization scheme.

25The federal choice of lump-sum transfers satisfies first-order condition (10) with (1) and gi = T i + zi + si

determining public consumption. Following the same steps as in deriving (19) gives the slope of the ex-post transfer
function (24).

26More generally, when the federal government is able to commit to transfer policy, the externality comprises the
consumption spill-over θ and the marginal effect of state i’s taxing effort on transfer entitlement (and thus public
consumption) of the neighbor state, ∂

∂T i zj = α. As a fraction θ of the transfer entitlement spills back to state i, the

grant rule reads d
dT i P i(T i) = θ + (1− θ)α which reduces to (8) for θ = 1.
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5.2 Federal Tax Policy

Thus far, the federal government only selects the ex-post horizontal allocation of state public

spending. In this subsection we adopt the more comprehensive view that the federal government

can also influence the allocation of resources by (distortionary) taxation and public spending. In

doing so, we extend the model in various ways. We allow households to make economic decisions

(e.g. related to physical consumption and leisure). The induced indirect utility function is of the

form vi(ti, T i)+hi(Gi)+vi(F ), where ti is the federal tax rate levied on households in state i and F

is a pure pubic good which is provided by the federal government.27 State and federal tax revenues

collected in state i are ri(T i, ti) and Ri(T i, ti), respectively. We assume that taxes are distortionary

and that the tax bases assigned to both layers of government do not perfectly overlap.28 The

reason why we elude a perfect tax base overlap is that in such a setting, demand for corrective

policy evaporates (e.g. Boadway and Keen, 1996, and Akai and Sato, 2005). When ri(ti + T i)

and Ri(ti + T i), the federal government can initiate a federal tax policy and a intergovernmental

distribution of tax revenues (via {si}i=1,2), which implements the (second-best) efficient allocation.

The federal budget constraint is

∑

i=1,2

P i(T i) +
∑

i=1,2

si + F =
∑

i=1,2

Ri(T i, ti). (25)

Contrary to the baseline model, we now allow for the possibility that equalizing transfers are fi-

nanced by federal taxes (gross equalization scheme). Incorporating corrective grants, federal and

state policy decisions are:

Stage 0: The federal government announces the corrective grant scheme {P i(T i)}i=1,2.

Stage 1: The federal government and states simultaneously select their taxes {ti, T i}i=1,2 taking

the tax policy of other governments as given.

Stage 2: The federal level chooses transfers {si}i=1,2 for given states’ policy choices {T i}i=1,2.

27The separability of preferences between private and public consumption is adopted for the ease of exposition. A
non-additive structure would allow public consumption to enter the tax base of each layer of government. The grant
formula would include additional terms reflecting this interaction, but its qualitative structure would be unaffected.

28A variety of structural models may underly the reduced-form specification. For instance, direct utility may be
defined over leisure and at least two consumption goods. The federal government may tax a subset of the consumption
goods at the rate ti, while state governments tax a subset of commodities, which does not perfectly overlap with the
federal tax base, at a rate T i.
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Stage 3: Transfers {si, P i(T i)}i=1,2 are paid, tax revenues {ri(T i, ti), Ri(T i, ti)}i=1,2 are col-

lected, and households consume {ci, Gi, F}i=1,2 .

As in section 4, we take the view that the notion of a “social citizenship” undermines the federal

government’s ability to commit to equalizing transfers. We assume that the federal tax system is

determined at stage 1; thereby capturing the idea that transfers can be adjusted ex-post in a more

flexible fashion than the structure of the general tax system.

We subsequently characterize federal policy choices to the extent to which they are informative

for corrective grant design. We thus omit a formal analysis of the federal policy choices {T i}i=1,2

and F .

5.2.1 Impure Public Consumption (θ ∈ [0, 1))

As before, equalizing transfers satisfying hi
G = hj

G are a Nash-equilibrium of the stage 2 sub-game.

Reiterating the steps as in deriving (19) we get29

∂si

∂T i
=

∂si

∂T i

∣∣∣∣
dP i(T i)=0

− hi
GG − θhj

GG

∆
dP i(T i)

dT i
, i 6= j, (26)

with ∆ := (1 − θ)
(
hi

GG + hj
GG

)
< 0. The tax price bias inherent in ex-post transfer policy

impairs the incentive effect of the grant. As stipulated in Proposition 1, the corrective grant must

account for the tax price bias in addition to the externality. The grant rule however deviates in two

respects from the rule in Proposition 1. First, distortionary taxation induces that the externality

will be “under-corrected” (Sandmo, 1975, and Bovenberg and van der Ploeg, 1994). Denoting λ as

the marginal utility of private income, and µ as the marginal disutility of raising public funds, the

corrective part of the subsidy is weighted by the inverse of the marginal cost of public funds µ
λ > 1.30

The required under-correction of the externality may be accomplished by a subsidy exceeding the

inverse of the marginal cost of public funds and possibly, exceeding unity. Second, the grant has to

correct a vertical fiscal externality. To the extent that state taxation affects federal tax revenues

(RT i 6= 0), the level of the pure public good F consumed by the residents of the neighboring state
29The first term on the right-hand side is qualitatively similar to (11) (now omitting the interaction between private

and public consumption in preferences).
30We consider the realistic scenario of µ

λ
> 1. See Auerbach and Hines (2002) for a discussion.
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will adjust.31

5.2.2 Pure Public Consumption (θ = 1)

Again, with pure public good, the inefficiency in local policy choices is independent of the federal

government’s concern for ex-post equity.32 To realize a second-best efficient allocation, the optimal

grant rule needs to reflect the consumption spill-over and the vertical fiscal externality stemming

from a change in pure public good provision when RT i 6= 0. Both externalities will be under-

corrected due to reliance on distortionary tax financing (Sandmo, 1975, and Bovenberg and van

der Ploeg, 1994).

6 Conclusion

The paper analyzes the design of corrective grants if the federal government is constrained in its

ability to pre-commit. Such a constraint may follow from the notion of a “social citizenship“ which

gives a central preference for an ex-post equitable distribution of public service across states.

Several conclusions have emerged from the analysis. First, ex-post transfer policy induces a tax

price effect in state policy which - a priori - may undermine or enhance efficiency. The inefficiency

in lower-level public finance differ in nature and magnitude from the inefficiency with a federal

commitment to transfer policy. Second, the implication for corrective grants relate not only to

the type of externality to be addressed by the grant. It also bears on whether the grant rule is

strictly Pigouvian, i.e. equi-proportional to the marginal externality. Even when lump-sum taxes

are available, the grant rule is generically disproportionate to the external effect. The rationale is

that the grant also corrects the tax price bias - an effect which emerges independently of the mode

of financing. Third, when public consumption is pure, ex-post redistribution leaves lower-level

government incentives unaffected and the existing prescription for corrective federal policy applies.

The analysis abstracts from dynamic aspects. The ratchet effect under scrutiny in the paper

is frequently elaborated in a two-period setting where policy commitment only relates to the first
31In principle, the federal government could sidestep the bottom-up vertical fiscal externality by setting ti = 0

(e.g. Boadway and Keen, 1996, and Boadway and Tremblay, 2005). However, when the tax bases are not perfectly
overlapping, the set of optimal taxes generally involves a positive ti.

32Note, the neutrality result is to be distinguished from Warr neutrality (Warr, 1983). The latter presupposes at
the very least that tax authority is perfectly overlapping (Bernheim, 1986).
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period and policy is “ratcheted” in the second period based on first-period observables.33 Consider

a two period model in which the first period is the same as in section 3 (commitment) and the second

period policy is as in section 4 in the (non-commitment). In such an economy the optimal dynamic

corrective policy is a sequence of grants satisfying (8) in the first period and (21) in the preceding

period. We should note that the paper does not lose relevance when public debt financing links

pubic expenditure programmes intertemporally. The local public spending pattern becomes more

skewed toward first-period consumption (Goodspeed, 2002), but equally exhibits a bias in the tax

price of marginal state spending and yields the type of externalities characterized in the paper.34

The corrective policy now needs to address multiple efficiency margins; public consumption levels

and the financing mix. The corrective grant will thus not be formally prescribed by the formula

derived in the paper; however the insight that the subsidy on the externality will not only reflect

the inverse of the social marginal cost of public funds will suggestively resurge when devising the

optimal dynamic grant structure.

Finally, the paper adopts the view that the structure of the general tax system is pre-determined

vis-a-vis state policy. Another extension would include a federal tax policy which is set ex-post

along with equalization transfers (as in Akai and Sato, 2005). We leave such an exercise to future

research.

A Appendix: Alternative sequencing of state policy

Consider a impure public good contribution game (θ ∈ [0, 1)) as depicted in subsection 4.1; however

with the following alternative sequence of decisions:

Stage 1: States simultaneously select {gi}i=1,2 taking the reaction of the federal government

into account.

Stage 2: The federal level chooses transfers {si}i=1,2 for given states’ policy choices {gi}i=1,2.

Stage 3: Transfers {si}i=1,2 are paid, taxes {T i}i=1,2 are collected, and households consume

{ci, Gi}i=1,2.

33See e.g. Freixas et al. (1985) and Dillen and Lundholm (1996).
34The source of inefficiency may widen. It is augmented by a pecuniary externality provided states do not act as

price-takers in the international capital market.
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At stage 2, the federal government solves

max
{si}i=1,2

∑

i=1,2

ui(c,G) s.t. Eqs. (1) - (3),

Noting that ci = Ii − gi + si, the first-order condition

ui
c = uj

c, i 6= j, (27)

defines ex-post transfers as a function of each state’s contribution level, si = ϕi(gi, gj). Differen-

tiating the federal first-order condition with respect to si, sj , and gi and inserting − ∂
∂gi s

i = ∂
∂gi s

j

gives

∂si

∂gi
=

ui
cc − ui

cG + θuj
cG

Γ
, i 6= j, (28)

with Γ := ui
cc + uj

cc < 0.

At stage 1, state government i solves

maxgi ui(c,G) s.t. si = ϕi(gi, gj) and Eqs. (1) - (3).

Using ∂
∂gi s

j = − ∂
∂gi s

i the first-order condition is

ui
G

ui
c

= 1− ∂si

∂gi
. (29)

Adding up the first-order conditions of state i and j yields

ui
G

ui
c

+
uj

G

uj
c

= 2−
(

∂si

∂gi
+

∂sj

∂gj

)
, i 6= j. (30)

It follows from (28) that

∂si

∂gi
+

∂sj

∂gj
= 1−

(1− θ)
(
ui

cG + uj
cG

)

Γ
, i 6= j. (31)

Assume private and public consumption to be weak complements, i.e. ucG ≥ 0. In this case (31)

reveals ∂
∂gi s

i + ∂
∂gj sj ≥ 1 and (30) predicts that in any equilibrium the sum on the left-hand-side is

≤ 1. As a final step, comparing (30) with the Samuelson condition (4) gives the result that public

consumption will unambiguously be over-provided if ucG ≥ 0.
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